
Methods and Research
Over a decade ago, Corelogic pioneered the approach 
of a component-based valuation methodology called 
“Total Component Estimating”. Total component 
estimating is based on the proven concept that a 
building’s unique features, rather than its general 
square footage, most accurately determine actual 
reconstruction costs. Pricing a building from the 
ground up just as a contractor does!

CoreLogic monitors demographics and econometric 
statistics, government indicators, localization 
requirements and market trends, as well as:

Wage rates for more than 90 union and   
non-union trades
Over 100,000 line items of construction data 
Productivity rates and crew sizes
Local cost concerns such as building code 
requirements and other localized variables

Wage and Soft Cost Monitoring
CoreLogic’s data researchers gather construction 
labor rates for nearly 90 labor trades. Prevalent wage 
rates are tracked from Labor Departments from each 
North American state and province, and union wages 
are surveyed from local union halls and district 
councils. CoreLogic’s detailed cost research entails 
monitoring the soft costs of construction such as 
general contractor overhead and profit and the costs 
of insurance, fringe benefits, and taxes. 

Material Costs
CoreLogic updates tens of thousands of material 
costs according to a time-specific schedule and 
when required during times of special market 
conditions such as natural disasters. These costs 
come from multiple sources such as local building 
suppliers, big box retailers, building-material 
supplier data feeds and catalogs. 
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Regional Research
Localization of relevant building codes and the 
impact of weather and local geographical influences 
on construction:

Seismic zones
Frost penetration
High wind
Snow loads
Insulation requirements

Local Site Research 
Soft cost adjustments for areas such as islands 
and mountain regions
Site access requirement
Debris removal costs 
General conditions (permits, fees,   
architect fees, etc.)  and general    
contractor O/P (soft costs) 

Style Research
Style research identifies building characteristics 
common to different building styles, such as roof 
pitch or overhang and number of stories, and 
how they affect reconstruction costs. 

CoreLogic’s Commitment to Our Customers 
Every data validation activity undertaken by 
CoreLogic's research group is designed to give 
you confidence in the validity, reliability and 
dependability of the estimates calculated by our 
industry-leading residential, commercial and 
claims solutions. 
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